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chimera definition of chimera at dictionary com - chimera definition a mythological fire breathing monster commonly represented with a lion's head a goat's body and a serpent's tail see more, chimera definition of chimera by merriam webster - definition of chimera for english language learners chimera a monster from greek mythology that breathes fire and has a lion's head a goat's body and a snake's tail something that exists only in the imagination and is not possible in reality, chimerism definition symptoms testing diagnosis and more - chimerism is a rare condition in which a person's body contains two different sets of dna while some high profile cases have made headlines typically this condition has no symptoms, chimerism definition of chimerism by medical dictionary - the state of being a chimera the presence in an animal of cells of different origin e g xx xy chimerism blood chimerism twins that have a common circulation develop immune tolerance, chimerism definition of chimerism by the free dictionary - define chimerism chimerism synonyms chimerism pronunciation chimerism translation english dictionary definition of chimerism n the condition of being a genetic chimera n 1 a medical condition in which a person develops from two distinct embryos that could possess two, chimera definition in the cambridge english dictionary - chimera meaning 1 a hope or dream that is extremely unlikely ever to come true 2 an organism that contains cells or tissues from two or more different species learn more, chimerism definition of chimerism by merriam webster - ghost word the story of an imaginary word that managed to sneak past our editors and enter the dictionary.